Show your talent!

Wellcome to Team QaamGo

as Senior PHP Developer / DevOp (m/w/d)
in Radolfzell at Lake Constance (Bodensee)

We are changing the world
QaamGo records more than 250,000 daily visitors on its multilingual websites and mobile apps and operates
at https://www.onlineconvert.com one of the worldwide biggest online file converter. Since 2009, we launched
several online projects and were able to place them successfully at the international market. We continuously
implement new projects and the feedback of our clients motivates us every single day.

Your tasks
As a senior PHP developer, you work on the implementation of new ideas as well as the further development
of our existing projects.

Your profile
• Knowledge in software architecture and Design Pattern
• Experience with RESTful APIs
• You like to be challenged by difficult tasks
• You quickly detect coherence and you're able to explain them easily
You enjoy developing high quality software and your coworkers will praise the elegance and readability of your
code. Good and sustainable solutions are important to you and you contribute to discussions with new ideas
and concepts. You're experienced when it comes to objectoriented and agile backend development and you
emphasize personal progress, with which we will gladly support you.

We offer more
For an intense induction, you will get your own coach. With us, you will have the possibility to extend your knowledge by
means of „high traffic“ and „big data“ websites that are already established on the market. Additionally, you will be able to
actively form projects with your ideas and input. Learn and apply modern technologies: Continuous integration, Jenkins,
Kanban, Behat tests, Redis, RabbitMQ, Scrum, PHP7, composer, PHPStorm, git, TDD, Selenium, Vagrant, Ansible…
Old economy was in former times! At ours, there is much to do, but it's worth it. Our modern furnished offices create a
friendly and relaxed atmosphere. There are also flexible working times, free beverages, regular massages, table soccer,
home office models und much more. We aim to have a good worklife balance.

Convinced?
This is your chance to get started at our location in Radolfzell. Please send your application, including CV, salary
expectation and the earliest possible date to start to Jens Bierkandt, j.bierkandt@qaamgo.com.
We are looking forward to your application!
Looking for more information? Find our top reasons why you want to work at QaamGo: https://www.qaamgo.com/jobs/

